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Global Warming
Scientists around the world have come to the conclusion that the global warming of the
climate is an established fact. International scientific studies like the Arctic Climate Impact
Assessment (ACIA, 2004) and the recent publications of the UN Inter governmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC, 200 , 20 , 20 4, 2015 Dubrovnik, 2016 Nairobi) underline
these findings and re emphasise the increasing speed of the global climate change caused
b the emission of evermore uantities of CO2, CH4 and other greenhouse gases.
Facing a wide variet of predominantl negative conse uences like rising ocean levels,
flooding, droughts, storms, tornadoes and health problems, politicians worldwide are tr ing
to come to terms with the advancing economic and social disturbances. International
agreements to reduce the emission of CO2 on a global level were onl the beginning
( io
2, K oto 1
, ali 200 , Copenhagen 200 , Cancun 20 , urban 20 , oha
20 2, Warsaw 20 , ima 20 4, Paris 20 ) and did not stop the emissions of greenhouse
gases to rise b 2
since
0.
Climatic processes are immensel complicated and interrelated. A variet of contradicting
political and economic lobbies is taking advantage of the situation and thus the general
public often lacks unbiased, trustworth and statisticall firm information in the first place.
ence man people in industrial as well as in developing countries react with confusion
and alarm, with disbelief, indifference or even with resignation.

Competition Aims
Pupils and students attending our schools toda will be the first generation to full e perience
the conse uences of the present global warming caused b human activit . It is them who
need to be informed as earl as possible in order to make them understand these climatic
processes. he will have to face the conse uences and the will have to look for solutions.
uch in demand at present are unbiased opinion, curiosit , imagination and a positive
approach to problems. ualities which generall abound in oung people of an nation.
he I C
Pro ect Competition, launched b
rve
uchs in 200 aims at e actl
these ualities, asking for creative approaches to well defined scenarios related to the
present climatic changes in the Arctic and the situation at home. he international
competition, now repeated for the 10th time, also encourages participants to use modern
information technologies and to utili e the enormous resources which are provided and
made accessible via the W
WI
W
for the first time in human histor .

International

outh Camp

Personal impressions and hands on e perience are priceless instructors and invaluable
assistants when learning from books and lectures. his is where the International I C
outh Camp comes in. ased on his knowledge and insight gained during man e pe
ditions in the Arctic rve
uchs decided to organi e international outh camps in polar
or semi Arctic climate regions in order to facilitate first hand e perience and personal
encounters with climate changes where the actuall happen. hese processes continue
to take place in a much more dramatic wa in the Arctic and in glacial areas than
an where else. Guided and assisted b scientists (meteorologists, biologists,
historians) students from man different nations will personall collect data on
the spot and samples in the field. he will then anal se and discuss their
findings and personall e perience their own group as a sort of global
communit facing a common global issue.
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Intro uction
he polar and glacial regions are more severel affected b global warming than most other
regions on our planet, and the ongoing changes are alread affecting a number of plant and
animal species in the Arctic and around the globe. he might bring to an end the centur
old traditional life st le of indigenous communities around the Arctic Sea.

rve

uchs, a German e

pedition leader and polar e plorer knows the polar regions
better than most, having carried out a great number of e peditions in the high latitudes.
Arved Fuchs started his latest e pedition Ocean Chan e at the harbor of amburg in 20
and successfull completed his ourne e actl one ear later.
he
ear old cutter Da mar aen covered 2 .000 sea miles, taking Fuchs and his
crew around Cape orn and into the Antarctic. Apart from collecting documentar materials
Ocean Chan e focussed on industrial overfishing, the fate of small scale coastal fisher in
various countries, a penguin monitoring e periment and the growing pollution of the sea b
plastic garbage.
As during previous e peditions, he interacted with pupils from around the world via the
internet and b means of a newl installed IN A SA Fleet roadband technolog capable of
video transmission (http www.arved fuchs.de ). owever, to raise awareness of the
ongoing threat not onl to polar regions owing to climate change, there will again be a school
competition and an International outh Camp in 20
as organi ed in Svalbard, Iceland,
Norwa and Austria during previous ears.
his ear s competition will focus on a contest of ideas concerning not onl the effects of
global warming on the environment, especiall in Arctic regions, on sea ice, glaciers and the
impact on freshwater resources, it also attracts attention to the growing problem of plastic
pollution of the seas.
he concept of this ear s competition has been developed as openl as possible, in order to
give pupils and teachers the possibilit of developing activities which coincide or correlate with
individual sub ects and their school s curriculum. his concept also allows the integration of
school pro ects which have taken place in the past or which are alread underwa .
A further goal of this contest is to foster new long term pro ects dealing with global warming
and the reduction of CO2 emission. It is hoped that this will allow for a connection to the
dail lives of the pupils and for the development of strategies of action.
For the 20
)
2)
)

competition, three main sub ects are envisaged
he present situation
he future
iotope protection

eltin
laciers
lobal resh ater esources
icroplastic itter in uropean Seas

Further information about these sub ects can be found on
the following pages. he contest is intended mostl for pupils
who are at least 16 ears old. Participants are e pected to
have sufficient command of the nglish language and to be
able to activel participate in lessons iven in n lish
urin the Ice Climate outh Camp
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pe e

o

elting glaciers threaten ecolog

econom

oda some 0 of of the
earth s land surface are
permanentl covered b snow,
ice caps, continental ice sheets
and glaciers. he represent
about three uarters of the
world s freshwater reserve. he
are a ver important source of
freshwater for human activities
such as agriculture, industr and
domestic purposes. Glacier run
offs are sometimes vital for
shipping and h dro electric power
production various economic activities such as tourism. ntire ecos stems depend on the
constant suppl of freshwater from glaciers and ice caps.
he latest IPCC reports outline a spectacular shrinking of mountain glaciers on a global
scale. It is the most visible sign of the present global warming that is changing the
earth s climate since the middel of the
th centur . elting glaciers are the chief
indicators of this process as regards speed and e tend. he conse uences are e uall
dramatic global freshwater reserves disappear with astonishing speed sometimes
causing floodings and destruction in the process.
In Central urope almost two thirds of the permanent surface ice cover is to be found in
Alpine regions. Alpine glaciers such as the Aletsch Gl c e are in fact water towers for
man countries, sending their melt water down man rivers such as the hine or the
hone. owever, the are melting fast he e
t e e Gl c e in Austria lost two
thirds of its mass within the last
0 ears. Since the ear 2000 all Alpine glaciers lost
between 2 and percent of their volume annuall . etween
0 and 2000 it used to be
percent onl . Scientists (glaciologists) predict losses definitel e ceeding 0 of all
Alpine glaciers b 20 0. f the present 000 Alpine glaciers ust 2 00 will be left. Some
glaciologists even predict the complete disappearance of Alpine glaciers within this
centur .
he melting of entire glaciers has a variet of negative conse uences. Additional melt
water creates huge new lakes, causes floodings and destro s roads and bridges.
ountain flanks are laid bare thus increasing the speed of rainwater moving downwards.
eav rainfalls ma cause cold lahars and landslides threatening dales and rural
communities with avalanches of mud and debris. nce the glacier is gone the drinking
water suppl is endangered or breaks down completel . Since about
of the hine
water in the Netherlands stems from Alpine glaciers toda , future low water levels in big
rivers like the hine or the hone will no doubt affect shipping or lead to entire standstill.
his in turn will cause in enormous suppl problems for industries in various
countries.
As ground and surface temperatures have risen b 0. degrees Celsius in
Alpine regions during the last 0 ears the permafrost base was move
upwards between 00 and 00 meters. hawing grounds are alread
p.t.
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elting glaciers threaten ecolog

econom

destabili ing huge areas of fro en rubble and entire mountain flanks have moved downwards.
o prevent further damages to roads and traffic installations local communities face
enormous e penditures and investments for protective barriers, emergenc installations and
disaster control.
As a sort of model or prime e ample the rolean area of Kaunertal is one of the Austrian
areas which will have to face those negative effects of glacier meltdowns in the near future.
he e tremel beautiful dale has become a hotspot of tourism. It is a center of
moutaineering and skiing and a protected nature reserve in parts.
he area s economic rise began in the 0s and 0s with the construction of a huge
waterreservoir, the Ge tschst see which sends its waters down a
, 2 km pressuri ed
pipeline to produce electricit at a powerstation at Prut When in
2 a serpentine road
was built which made the nearb
e see e e l c e accessible, the still booming era of
tourism began. oda
aunertal and the surrounding mountains are a top ski resort in winter
and one of the most famous targets for climbers in Austria. rol counts up to 0. 00
overnight sta s a month, with the tourist industr offering obs to more than 4.000 people
in the area. Something worth protecting.
ask
Consi erin the present lacier meltin
ou are aske to evelop transferable
concepts an i eas to protect the Kaunertal area a ainst the effects of lobal
armin
r to keep in min the people livin near the lacier he entire area ill inevitabl
suffer from the ne ative impacts mentione above
hat coul be one to slo
o n the meltin process
hat measures shoul a ministrators take a ainst
floo in s lahars an later a ainst ater shorta es an the isappearance of those
beautiful skiin slopes

orm
It is up to ou to decide how ou want to deal with the task. Write a report to a local
newspaper, create a comic, a short movie, a stor board, a funn game or a computer
programme visuali ing the melting glacier s effect on the landscape. owever, stick to the
uestion
ethods or techni ues ou use aren t uite as important as our own uni ue
approach to the problems. r to find new perspectives and trust our own creativit .
he form is up to ou, the focus on the task is not

In an case a
a short personal statement informin
chose this topic from the three available ones

us

h e actl

ou

Sources of Information
ou will be provided with pictures, maps and relevant information. As regards the
effects of ocean acidification ou will find a collection of internet addresses,
recent publications and satellite data at the end of this document. ou ma
also refer to Arved Fuchs homepage or get into e mail contact with other
students via Arved Fuchs web presence on FAC
o not
hesitate to ask uestions.
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the future

irtual Water going the wrong wa
hreats to global freshwater resources

Global freshwater resources are the onl
raw material on this planet that cannot be
substituted b an thing. We find it in rivers
and streams, in ponds and lakes, in bogs ,
in the atmosphere, in the ground as ground
water and also fro en in snow, in glaciers,
ice sheets and in the ground fro en solid
b permafrost. owever, the suppl is
limited. nl about 2 5
of the global
water resources consist of freshwater,
even less is potable water, fit for drinking.
uman activities on this planet became
increasingl dependent on fresh water in
recent decades. Since the
0s the
world s population tribled, but our
freshwater consumption went up si times
Although access to water has been
declared a human right b the UN in 20 0
more than a billion people are onl getting
contaminated water and about 2, billion
people are still affected b water shortage.
here is a ver uneven distribution of freshwater resources on our planet. Although the
population of India is 0 times larger than that of Canada, India has onl
0 of the
world s freshwater suppl , while Canada got 20 of it.
he uneven distribution ma be the result of differences in climate, however in man
areas shortages were and still are caused b human activities related to industrial
activities and agriculture.
In ra il for e ample communities in the south east are fighting against the worst drought
in 0 ears although the countr owns the greatest freshwater resources in the entire
world. ropical forests have been cut down, rivers have been reduced to sewage ducts,
full of unk and e crement. he planning of municipal sewage plants is usuall shelved in
favour of building more profitable water reservoirs and the e tensive waste of available
freshwater resources seems to be common practice throughout the social stratus.
uall wasteful appears the freshwater consumption in agricultural regions of Spain.
espite the hot and dr climate 2000 hectares of forest were cut down near the cit of
uelva where 20 million m of fresh water is pumped into strawberr fields ever ear. he
Spanish ministr of agriculture estimates half a million wells to illegall irrigate several
hundred thousand hectares of vegetable gardening throughout the countr ,
which represents the water consumption of about 0 million people.
owever, the Spanish government seems to favour agriculture as against
nature protection and intends to build canals draining the alread low running
river Guadal uivir even more. Spain is e porting most of its agricultural
p.t.
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hreats to global freshwater resources

produce to other U countries like German and the U and this also means that Spain is in
fact e porting water. Food trade, e porting foodstuffs means e porting water
his idea
goes back to ohn nthon
llan, ritish geographer, who developed the concept of
virtual water in
and was awarded the 200 Stockholm Water Pri e for his work.
According to Allan s theor , e porting one kilogram of Spanish almonds means e porting
04 litres of water which had been used up to produce these almonds. ne glass of wine
would need 0 l to make, one litre of milk would re uire 020 l of fresh water, one kilogram
of beef would cost
.000 litres of precious Spanish fresh water. he term virtual ater
is closel related to ater footprint which means the total of fresh water used to produce
the goods and services consumed b an individual or communit . here are however diffe
rent categories of water footprints, since the ma be related to consumers, particular
products, communities or even entire countries. ne has also to keep in mind that there are
different sources of fresh water like surface water and ground water, also rainwater stored
in the soil as soil moisture. Whether the amount of virtual water contained in a product s
footprint is harmful or not, depends on where it has been produced. It might be harmless in
humid areas but dangerous in arid areas alread suffering from a shortage of fresh water.
As the orl
conomic orum s Global isks 20
report stated, global water crises
from drought in the world s most productive farmlands to the hundreds of millions of people
without access to safe drinking water are the bi est threat facin the planet over the
ne t eca e It is the first time that water has moved into the top position for impact
Water crises are a top global risk.
ask
Ho is the e pecte
ater crisis oin to affect our countr
ithin the ne t 20
ears
r to fin out about the ater footprint situation in our famil communit
or in our countr
r to i entif the amount of virtual ater that is bein use
here it comes from Ho coul the situation be improve facin the on oin
lobal
armin an the use of fresh ater in our countr
orm
It is up to ou to decide how ou want to deal with the task. Create a report, a comic, a
short movie, a stor board, a funn game or a computer programme visuali ing fresh water
consumption. ethods or techni ues ou use aren t uite as important as our own uni ue
approach to the problems. r to find new perspectives and trust our own creativit .
he form is up to ou, the focus on the task is not

In an case a
a short personal statement informin
chose this topic from the three available ones

us

h e actl

ou

Sources of Information
ou will be provided with pictures, maps and relevant information. As regards the
effects of ocean acidification ou will find a collection of internet addresses,
recent publications and satellite data at the end of this document. ou ma
also refer to Arved Fuchs homepage or get into e mail contact with other
students via Arved Fuchs web presence on
FAC
o not hesitate to ask uestions.
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Isopods on plastic diet

biotope protection

Impact of microplastic litter on a uatic habitats

Plastic litter has become a
common sight on beaches and in
coastal waters all over the
world. oda huge amounts of
plastic material are drifting in
ever ocean as well as in polar
regions. According to scientific
estimations, more than billion
plastic pieces with a total
weight of 2 ,000 metric tons
are presentl afloat.
And the are there to sta . With
the world wide plastic produc
tion still rising ( 2
million tons
in 20 ), estimates are that an
additional 0 million tons of
plastic litter will end up in our
oceans ever
ear.

o

e

m e

e

m

Since plastic material will onl deteriorate ver slowl ( Plastic doesn t rot it onl
weathers ) we have to face an enormous pollution problem which alread seriousl af
fects marine life ( ingestion of plastic parts b sea birds, fish and turtles). Alread
species are affected, 0 of which either swallow plastic material as food or get entan
gled b drifting plastic unk.
owever, this is onl half the stor . Apart from plastic ob ects breaking up into smaller
and smaller particles under the mechanical influence of waves, currents and the disinte
grating effects of sunlight, there are countless tin plastic particles being washed into
rivers and seas b human activities ever da .
hese microplastic particles originate from washing powders and blasting abrasives,
cosmetics, toothpastes (microbeads), microcr stalline wa es and chemical fibres washed
out of clothing or te tiles, t re abrasion and abrasive particles originating from process
ing or rec cling raw plastic pellets.
US researchers estimated that
trillion microbeads per da are being emitted into
a uatic habitats in the United States. he other
percent of the microbeads end up in
sludge from sewage plants, which is often spread over areas of land. an of those
microbeads can then make their wa into streams and oceans through runoff .
icroplastics are items smaller than mm in diameter, mostl between micrometer to
millimeter. he have become of environmental concern because the are accidentall
ingested not onl b sea birds and other marine vertebrates, but also activel b
ooplankton. hese ver tin ob ects tend to stockpile persistant to ic contaminants in
organic tissues, thus causing ph sical harm to marine organisms.
As a matter of fact minute plastic particles have become ubi uitous in sea
water, sea ice, freshwater and even in drinking water. Scientists recentl
counted to 0 particles per m in North Sea water and up to million
particles per m in Arctic Sea Ice.
p.t.
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Impact of microplastic litter on a uatic habitats

biotope protection
An serious attempt to react to this growing pollution will have to establish what e actl
these small particles consist of and how the affect the marine ecos stem.
Chemical anal sis (F I ) has become the pre
ferred scientific method because it proved to be
far more accurate compared to optical methods.
Plankton samples taken from the open sea and
river estuaries are then dissolved b nitric acid,
caustic soda and special en mes. he resulting
spectrometer data render individual chemical
fingerprints of for e ample pol prop len or
pol eth lene.
Among others scientists at the German based
Alfred Wegener Institute are presentl tr ing to
evaluate the precise impact of microplastics on
individual marine organisms such as isopods,
bivalves , crustaceans, ell fish, edible fish and
nautiluses. ecent research findings indicate
ver divers reactions among species affected.
o

e

me

Commo

e e

.

he predominant scientific re uirement is the development of standards for sampling, e
traction, purification and identification approaches. An interdisciplinar and international
collaborative research pro ect called AS AN ( efining the baselines and standards for
microplastics anal ses in uropean waters) aims to overcome these problems.
ask
s a representative of our countr
ou ill be sent to the ne t he N nvironment
ssembl
N
at its secon universal session follo in resolution 1 6 on a
rine Plastic Debris an
icroplastics in October 201
Prepare an present information about the present situation in our countr as
re ar s plastic litter affectin the environment focussin on micro plastic particles
an their ori in lso tr to establish information about activities of national institu
tions concerne
ith micro plastic particles foun in sea aters rivers an in rink
in
ater an perhaps evelop a catalo ue of national eman s
orm
It is up to ou to decide how ou want to deal with the task. ou ma create a powerpoint
presentation, a short movie or write a computer programme which demonstrates particular
problems. ethods or techni ues ou use aren t uite as important as our own uni ue
approach to the problems. r to find new perspectives and trust our own creativit . he
form is up to ou, the focus on the task is not
In an case a
a short personal statement informin us
this topic from the three available ones

h e actl

ou chose

Sources of Information
ou will be provided with pictures, maps and rele
vant information. ou will find a collection of internet addresses, recent
publications and satellite data at the end of this document. ou ma also refer
to Arved Fuchs homepage or get into e mail contact with other students via
Arved Fuchs web presence on FAC
o not hesitate to ask
uestions.
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pplication orm
International Ice Climate

ucation 201

Surname
First name
Address
Postal code
Cit
Countr
elephone number
ail
ate of birth
Nationalit
School
Address
Postal code
Cit
Countr
elephone number
Fa number
omepage

Signature of parents or legal guardian

Cit

ate

o be sent to

rve
uchs
eiherstie 2
D 245 6
D
S
N
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erms of the Contest
he contest is part of the pro ect

Ice Climate

ucation 201

IC

201

Participants
Participants of the contest can be all pupils of schools that have signed up for the
pro ect.
he pupils must be at least 16 ears ol .
Participants are e pected to show a general interest in environmental uestions and in
the impact of global warming in the Arctic. he must have sufficient command of the
nglish language.
embers of the e pedition, the pro ect development members, teachers involved or
members of their families are e cluded from participating in the competition.
ach participant can submit onl one entr .
orm
ntries must be developed independentl and produced b the participants themselves
in in their native language. Written entries should amount to pages, but not be longer
than 10 4 pa es in normal printing si e ( 0 2 pt). ach entr should include a short
summar or description of its content ( ma . page).
Pri e winning entries must be translated into nglish.
e istration
Dea line

Applicants must register before

ebruar 6th 201

ntries must be handed in to the teachers before

ur

pril 10th 201

he entries are being udged b one or more teachers of the
participating schools. heir udgement is final.

I entification

ach entr must be accompanied b an entr form that has
been filled out completel .
ach entr must have the same personal data written legibl as
on the entr form.

inner

he winners will be announced b the teachers and reported to
Arved Fuchs office before
a
th 201

hereabouts an return of the entries
he winning entries will be kept in Arved Fuchs office and will
eventuall be published.
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Pri es
he best entr of each participating school wins a st pri e. All 1 st pri e inners will
receive funding to participate in the International outh Camp in Northern German
and enmark. his outh camp will take place in une 201
10th 16th and be
based onboard the saillogger
travelling in anish waters and the altic Sea.
he programme will include lectures and e cursions, deal with the general topics of
global warming and its regional impact on Northern urope as well as the Arctic.
It is e pecte that the participants of this international outh camp ill return
to their schools as climate chan e e perts an
ambassa ors of the
en an ere hemispheres

he 1st pri e is an invitation to the 20
International Ice
Climate ducation outh Camp. his includes a return
flight to amburg and all subse uent transfers. It also
covers meals and accommodation during the entire outh
camp as well as all costs for e cursions. and tours.

he participants will, however, not be provided with pocket mone
themselves with the necessar clothing (tourist standard).

and must provide

he pri es cannot be transferred to another person and cannot be offset with
an thing else or paid out. If a winner steps back, the ne t best winner in line will take
his or her place.

Insurance
Participants of the outh camp or of the sailing trip must provide their own travel
insurance, accident insurance and health insurance.
ravel papers
Participants re uire valid travel documents in order to participate in the I.C.
camp in the U and if necessar a valid travel permit.

Declaration of Consent
he winners and as such participants of the outh camp must provide a
declaration of consent b their parents or le al uar ians in order to
participate.

his
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